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Practice Test 1a

 A Listening
1  Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 Why does the boy not know where to go?
 a He can’t remember. b It is his first day at school.  
 c He doesn’t have a map. d He is young.    

2 On which floor is the library?
 a the first floor b the second floor 
 c the third floor d the ground floor

3 Hassan is going to …
 a give the boy a map. b take the boy to the library. 
 c ask the boy questions. d show the boy his class.

2  Listen and answer the following questions
1 What is Sara going to do at the weekend?   
2 Where is Hala going to go at the weekend?   
3 When will Hala come back home?  

 B Language Functions
3  Complete the following dialogue

Sara is calling Leila at home. 

Sara: Hello. Is Leila there, please?
Mrs Eman: No, I’m sorry, she isn’t here at the 1   Who’s speaking, please?
Sara: It’s Sara. 2   time will Leila be home? 
Mrs Eman:  She’ll be home at six. Can I take a 3  ?
Sara: Yes, please. Can you 4   Leila to phone me tonight?
Mrs Eman: OK, I’ll do that. Goodbye!

4  Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-
dialogues

1 Hassan: Hello, can I speak to Ali, please?
 Mother: Yes,   
 Ali: Hello, Hassan. Thank you for calling back!
2 Guide: This pyramid is very old. It was used by …
 Tourist: Excuse me.  . 
 Guide:  It was built about 3,000 years ago. Now, where was I? 

 C Reading Comprehension
5  Read the following, then answer the questions

 

UNIT

3

Today, we are going to visit Tihna el-Jebel. It will be hot today, so you must take lots 
of water. On our tour you are going to find out about the ancient site. In the past, 
this was a very important place. People walked up the hill to see the statues at the 
top. We will visit the statues today. You mustn’t touch the statues, but I think you 
will enjoy visiting them. 
Tihna al-Jebel is only 13 kilometres from Minya. The bus leaves at eight o’clock, so 
you must be in front of the hotel at 7.55. Are there any questions?

10

She is going to study.

moment  

message 
What 

She is travelling to Aswan.

She will come back home after Sunday.

ask

just a moment, please.

(Can I ask a question?/Sorry to interrupt.) When was it built?
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1 Who do you think is talking?  
2 Why is it a good idea to take lots of water?  
3 Where are the statues?   
4 It is important   the statues.
 a to touch b to buy c not to touch d not to visit
5 They must be in front of the hotel   eight o’clock.
 a at exactly b five minutes before c five minutes after d 55 minutes before

 D The Reader
6  a. Put the events into the correct order

   Crusoe escaped from Morocco in a small fishing boat.     
   Crusoe’s ship sailed into a big storm and started to sink.    
   The captain of a passing ship rescued Crusoe and took him to Brazil.  
   Crusoe sailed with some friends to Guinea to sell more goods.   

 b. Answer the following questions
1 Who wrote Robinson Crusoe?  
2 What did Crusoe do in Guinea before he went back to London?  
3 Why do you think Crusoe was unhappy when he was a slave?  
4 Do you think Crusoe did the right thing by leaving home and sailing to Guinea?   
 Why or why not?   

 E Vocabulary and Structure
7  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 You    look right and left before you cross the road.
 a has to           b must c mustn’t d can’t
2 When did Ali    that book? 
 a buy b bought c buys d brought
3 Mona   to school yesterday because she was ill.
 a not come b doesn’t come         c don’t come          d didn’t come
4 I’m hungry. I think   a sandwich.
 a I have b I’m going to have c I’ll have d I had
5 Go up the stairs. The laboratory is on the first   .
 a gate b door      c flour d floor
6 It is best to   your school bag the night before you go to school.
 a pack b place c put d plan
7 On my new   I can see that we have English in the morning.
 a corridor b timetable c map d location
8 Sunglasses can   your eyes from the sun.
 a pour b peel c protect d put

8  Read and correct the underlined words
1 You mustn’t to drink water from the river. It’s not clean.  
2 How long did it took to complete the palace?  
3 Qasr al-Nil Bridge has two status on each end.  
4 We mustn’t take in the library.  

 F Writing
9  Write a paragraph of six (6) sentences on an interesting 

place 
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1 Who do you think is talking?  
2 Why is it a good idea to take lots of water?  
3 Where are the statues?   
4 It is important   the statues.
 a to touch b to buy c not to touch d not to visit
5 They must be in front of the hotel   eight o’clock.
 a at exactly b five minutes before c five minutes after d 55 minutes before

 D The Reader
6  a. Put the events into the correct order

   Crusoe escaped from Morocco in a small fishing boat.     
   Crusoe’s ship sailed into a big storm and started to sink.    
   The captain of a passing ship rescued Crusoe and took him to Brazil.  
   Crusoe sailed with some friends to Guinea to sell more goods.   

 b. Answer the following questions
1 Who wrote Robinson Crusoe?  
2 What did Crusoe do in Guinea before he went back to London?  
3 Why do you think Crusoe was unhappy when he was a slave?  
4 Do you think Crusoe did the right thing by leaving home and sailing to Guinea?   
 Why or why not?   

 E Vocabulary and Structure
7  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 You    look right and left before you cross the road.
 a has to           b must c mustn’t d can’t
2 When did Ali    that book? 
 a buy b bought c buys d brought
3 Mona   to school yesterday because she was ill.
 a not come b doesn’t come         c don’t come          d didn’t come
4 I’m hungry. I think   a sandwich.
 a I have b I’m going to have c I’ll have d I had
5 Go up the stairs. The laboratory is on the first   .
 a gate b door      c flour d floor
6 It is best to   your school bag the night before you go to school.
 a pack b place c put d plan
7 On my new   I can see that we have English in the morning.
 a corridor b timetable c map d location
8 Sunglasses can   your eyes from the sun.
 a pour b peel c protect d put

8  Read and correct the underlined words
1 You mustn’t to drink water from the river. It’s not clean.  
2 How long did it took to complete the palace?  
3 Qasr al-Nil Bridge has two status on each end.  
4 We mustn’t take in the library.  

 F Writing
9  Write a paragraph of six (6) sentences on an interesting 

place 
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11 Who do you think is talking?  
2 Why is it a good idea to take lots of water?  
3 Where are the statues?   
4 It is important   the statues.
 a to touch b to buy c not to touch d not to visit
5 They must be in front of the hotel   eight o’clock.
 a at exactly b five minutes before c five minutes after d 55 minutes before

 D The Reader
6  a. Put the events into the correct order

   Crusoe escaped from Morocco in a small fishing boat.     
   Crusoe’s ship sailed into a big storm and started to sink.    
   The captain of a passing ship rescued Crusoe and took him to Brazil.  
   Crusoe sailed with some friends to Guinea to sell more goods.   

 b. Answer the following questions
1 Who wrote Robinson Crusoe?  
2 What did Crusoe do in Guinea before he went back to London?  
3 Why do you think Crusoe was unhappy when he was a slave?  
4 Do you think Crusoe did the right thing by leaving home and sailing to Guinea?   
 Why or why not?   

 E Vocabulary and Structure
7  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 You    look right and left before you cross the road.
 a has to           b must c mustn’t d can’t
2 When did Ali    that book? 
 a buy b bought c buys d brought
3 Mona   to school yesterday because she was ill.
 a not come b doesn’t come         c don’t come          d didn’t come
4 I’m hungry. I think   a sandwich.
 a I have b I’m going to have c I’ll have d I had
5 Go up the stairs. The laboratory is on the first   .
 a gate b door      c flour d floor
6 It is best to   your school bag the night before you go to school.
 a pack b place c put d plan
7 On my new   I can see that we have English in the morning.
 a corridor b timetable c map d location
8 Sunglasses can   your eyes from the sun.
 a pour b peel c protect d put

8  Read and correct the underlined words
1 You mustn’t to drink water from the river. It’s not clean.  
2 How long did it took to complete the palace?  
3 Qasr al-Nil Bridge has two status on each end.  
4 We mustn’t take in the library.  

 F Writing
9  Write a paragraph of six (6) sentences on an interesting 

place 
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A tour guide is talking to some tourists.

2
4
3
1

Daniel Defoe  

Students' own answers

Students' own answers

mustn't
did it take
statues

talk

Students' own answers

They are at the top of the hill.
Because it will be hot today.

1 What happened in around 280 BCE?    
2 Who wanted to build a new Colossus of Rhodes but was not successful?    
3 Why did they use the metal from the old statue?    
4  The Colossus of Rhodes was a    
 a building. b statue of a king. c museum. d statue of a soldier.
5 The new statue will    the old statue.
 a be smaller than b be the same as c look like d  have more things inside it than

 D The Reader
6  a. Put the events into the correct order

   Crusoe slept in a tree.
   Pirates took Crusoe’s ship and sold him as a slave.
   Crusoe became a farmer in Brazil. 
   Crusoe went to London and found a ship which was sailing to Guinea. 
b. Answer the following questions
1 Who was Alexander Selkirk?  
2 How do we know that Crusoe was a successful trader?  
3 Crusoe lived happily as a farmer in Brazil. Why do you think he wanted to be a trader 

again?   
4 Do you think he was able to fall asleep the first night in a tree? Why or why not?  

   

 E Vocabulary and Structure
7  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 You    stay in the library after six o’clock because it closes then.
 a must b can’t c can d did
2 Look, Grandma is carrying a lot of bags. I    her.
 a going to help b will help c help d didn’t help
3 It’s near the end and it’s 3-0 for Egypt. We    the game!
 a are going to win b win c will win d mustn’t win
4 We    the museum tomorrow. Do you want to come with us?
 a can’t visit b are going to visit c visit d must visit
5 We can enter the      through those metal gates.
 a king        b competition     c voyage         d palace
6 A    is the world’s largest animal.
 a wall b wool c sheep d whale
7 Hamdi has cousins in England and other    in Italy.
 a parents b relatives c families d brothers
8 I love that book. I think it’s   !
 a possible b dangerous c wonderful d difficult

8  Read and correct the underlined words
1 People must take long showers.  
2 It’s cloudy. I think it should rain.  
3 I bought some flowers from the bakery  
4 John needed some medicine, so he went to the supermarket.  

 F Writing
9  Write an email of six sentences to your uncle on 

something you think will happen next year. (Your name 
is Nour.) 13
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1 What happened in around 280 BCE?    
2 Who wanted to build a new Colossus of Rhodes but was not successful?    
3 Why did they use the metal from the old statue?    
4  The Colossus of Rhodes was a    
 a building. b statue of a king. c museum. d statue of a soldier.
5 The new statue will    the old statue.
 a be smaller than b be the same as c look like d  have more things inside it than

 D The Reader
6  a. Put the events into the correct order

   Crusoe slept in a tree.
   Pirates took Crusoe’s ship and sold him as a slave.
   Crusoe became a farmer in Brazil. 
   Crusoe went to London and found a ship which was sailing to Guinea. 
b. Answer the following questions
1 Who was Alexander Selkirk?  
2 How do we know that Crusoe was a successful trader?  
3 Crusoe lived happily as a farmer in Brazil. Why do you think he wanted to be a trader 

again?   
4 Do you think he was able to fall asleep the first night in a tree? Why or why not?  

   

 E Vocabulary and Structure
7  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 You    stay in the library after six o’clock because it closes then.
 a must b can’t c can d did
2 Look, Grandma is carrying a lot of bags. I    her.
 a going to help b will help c help d didn’t help
3 It’s near the end and it’s 3-0 for Egypt. We    the game!
 a are going to win b win c will win d mustn’t win
4 We    the museum tomorrow. Do you want to come with us?
 a can’t visit b are going to visit c visit d must visit
5 We can enter the      through those metal gates.
 a king        b competition     c voyage         d palace
6 A    is the world’s largest animal.
 a wall b wool c sheep d whale
7 Hamdi has cousins in England and other    in Italy.
 a parents b relatives c families d brothers
8 I love that book. I think it’s   !
 a possible b dangerous c wonderful d difficult

8  Read and correct the underlined words
1 People must take long showers.  
2 It’s cloudy. I think it should rain.  
3 I bought some flowers from the bakery  
4 John needed some medicine, so he went to the supermarket.  

 F Writing
9  Write an email of six sentences to your uncle on 

something you think will happen next year. (Your name 
is Nour.) 13
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He sold his goods.
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1
Practice Test 1b

 A Listening
1  Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 What subject does Warda like most? 

 a maths b history c English d Arabic

2 What do they do in the library?

 a ask questions b speak Arabic c read their favourite d use the computer   
       books

3 When do they have English in the library?

 a on Monday b on Tuesday c on Thursday d on Sunday

2  Listen and answer the following questions
1  When is the best time to arrive at school?   
2  What is the most polite way to ask a question in class?   
3  Who is Ms Donia speaking to?   

 B Language Functions

3  Complete the following dialogue with one word each
Hamdi is talking with a new student at the school.

Hamdi: Hello. My name is Hamdi. 1   is your name?
Fareed: I’m Fareed. I’m new here. Where is the 2  ?
Hamdi: It’s the big room at the end of this 3   Do you have P.E. today?
Fareed: Yes, at 10 o’clock.
Hamdi: You’re in my P.E. class. Come with me.
Fareed: We 4   hurry. It’s almost 10 o’clock now.

4  Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-
dialogues

1 Tamer: Excuse me. Where is the office, please?
 Teacher:   

2 Warda: Can I ask a question?   
 Leila: When I was a child, I lived in Luxor.

 C Reading Comprehension

5  Read the following, then answer the questions

 

UNIT

3

The Colossus of Rhodes stood on the island of Rhodes from around 280 BCE. It 
was a very big metal statue of a Greek soldier. It was about 30 metres tall, but it 
only stood for 54 years. Then an earthquake damaged it badly. People say that they 
needed 900 camels to take all the metal away to use for other things. Egypt’s King 
Ptolemy III wanted to build the statue again, but was not successful. There are now 
plans to build a new Colossus of Rhodes. It will be 135 metres high and will contain 
a library, shops and a museum.

12

Before the lesson starts.

What

You should raise your hand first.

She is speaking to a class.

gym
corridor
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Practice Test 1b

 A Listening
1  Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 What subject does Warda like most? 

 a maths b history c English d Arabic

2 What do they do in the library?

 a ask questions b speak Arabic c read their favourite d use the computer   
       books

3 When do they have English in the library?

 a on Monday b on Tuesday c on Thursday d on Sunday

2  Listen and answer the following questions
1  When is the best time to arrive at school?   
2  What is the most polite way to ask a question in class?   
3  Who is Ms Donia speaking to?   

 B Language Functions

3  Complete the following dialogue with one word each
Hamdi is talking with a new student at the school.

Hamdi: Hello. My name is Hamdi. 1   is your name?
Fareed: I’m Fareed. I’m new here. Where is the 2  ?
Hamdi: It’s the big room at the end of this 3   Do you have P.E. today?
Fareed: Yes, at 10 o’clock.
Hamdi: You’re in my P.E. class. Come with me.
Fareed: We 4   hurry. It’s almost 10 o’clock now.

4  Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-
dialogues

1 Tamer: Excuse me. Where is the office, please?
 Teacher:   

2 Warda: Can I ask a question?   
 Leila: When I was a child, I lived in Luxor.

 C Reading Comprehension

5  Read the following, then answer the questions

 

UNIT

3

The Colossus of Rhodes stood on the island of Rhodes from around 280 BCE. It 
was a very big metal statue of a Greek soldier. It was about 30 metres tall, but it 
only stood for 54 years. Then an earthquake damaged it badly. People say that they 
needed 900 camels to take all the metal away to use for other things. Egypt’s King 
Ptolemy III wanted to build the statue again, but was not successful. There are now 
plans to build a new Colossus of Rhodes. It will be 135 metres high and will contain 
a library, shops and a museum.

12

must/should

It’s at the end of the corridor. [Accept correct alternatives]

Where did you live when you were a child?
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1 What happened in around 280 BCE?    
2 Who wanted to build a new Colossus of Rhodes but was not successful?    
3 Why did they use the metal from the old statue?    
4  The Colossus of Rhodes was a    
 a building. b statue of a king. c museum. d statue of a soldier.
5 The new statue will    the old statue.
 a be smaller than b be the same as c look like d  have more things inside it than

 D The Reader
6  a. Put the events into the correct order

   Crusoe slept in a tree.
   Pirates took Crusoe’s ship and sold him as a slave.
   Crusoe became a farmer in Brazil. 
   Crusoe went to London and found a ship which was sailing to Guinea. 
b. Answer the following questions
1 Who was Alexander Selkirk?  
2 How do we know that Crusoe was a successful trader?  
3 Crusoe lived happily as a farmer in Brazil. Why do you think he wanted to be a trader 

again?   
4 Do you think he was able to fall asleep the first night in a tree? Why or why not?  

   

 E Vocabulary and Structure
7  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 You    stay in the library after six o’clock because it closes then.
 a must b can’t c can d did
2 Look, Grandma is carrying a lot of bags. I    her.
 a going to help b will help c help d didn’t help
3 It’s near the end and it’s 3-0 for Egypt. We    the game!
 a are going to win b win c will win d mustn’t win
4 We    the museum tomorrow. Do you want to come with us?
 a can’t visit b are going to visit c visit d must visit
5 We can enter the      through those metal gates.
 a king        b competition     c voyage         d palace
6 A    is the world’s largest animal.
 a wall b wool c sheep d whale
7 Hamdi has cousins in England and other    in Italy.
 a parents b relatives c families d brothers
8 I love that book. I think it’s   !
 a possible b dangerous c wonderful d difficult

8  Read and correct the underlined words
1 People must take long showers.  
2 It’s cloudy. I think it should rain.  
3 I bought some flowers from the bakery  
4 John needed some medicine, so he went to the supermarket.  

 F Writing
9  Write an email of six sentences to your uncle on 

something you think will happen next year. (Your name 
is Nour.) 13
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11 What happened in around 280 BCE?    
2 Who wanted to build a new Colossus of Rhodes but was not successful?    
3 Why did they use the metal from the old statue?    
4  The Colossus of Rhodes was a    
 a building. b statue of a king. c museum. d statue of a soldier.
5 The new statue will    the old statue.
 a be smaller than b be the same as c look like d  have more things inside it than

 D The Reader
6  a. Put the events into the correct order

   Crusoe slept in a tree.
   Pirates took Crusoe’s ship and sold him as a slave.
   Crusoe became a farmer in Brazil. 
   Crusoe went to London and found a ship which was sailing to Guinea. 
b. Answer the following questions
1 Who was Alexander Selkirk?  
2 How do we know that Crusoe was a successful trader?  
3 Crusoe lived happily as a farmer in Brazil. Why do you think he wanted to be a trader 

again?   
4 Do you think he was able to fall asleep the first night in a tree? Why or why not?  

   

 E Vocabulary and Structure
7  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 You    stay in the library after six o’clock because it closes then.
 a must b can’t c can d did
2 Look, Grandma is carrying a lot of bags. I    her.
 a going to help b will help c help d didn’t help
3 It’s near the end and it’s 3-0 for Egypt. We    the game!
 a are going to win b win c will win d mustn’t win
4 We    the museum tomorrow. Do you want to come with us?
 a can’t visit b are going to visit c visit d must visit
5 We can enter the      through those metal gates.
 a king        b competition     c voyage         d palace
6 A    is the world’s largest animal.
 a wall b wool c sheep d whale
7 Hamdi has cousins in England and other    in Italy.
 a parents b relatives c families d brothers
8 I love that book. I think it’s   !
 a possible b dangerous c wonderful d difficult

8  Read and correct the underlined words
1 People must take long showers.  
2 It’s cloudy. I think it should rain.  
3 I bought some flowers from the bakery  
4 John needed some medicine, so he went to the supermarket.  

 F Writing
9  Write an email of six sentences to your uncle on 

something you think will happen next year. (Your name 
is Nour.) 13
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1 What happened in around 280 BCE?    
2 Who wanted to build a new Colossus of Rhodes but was not successful?    
3 Why did they use the metal from the old statue?    
4  The Colossus of Rhodes was a    
 a building. b statue of a king. c museum. d statue of a soldier.
5 The new statue will    the old statue.
 a be smaller than b be the same as c look like d  have more things inside it than

 D The Reader
6  a. Put the events into the correct order

   Crusoe slept in a tree.
   Pirates took Crusoe’s ship and sold him as a slave.
   Crusoe became a farmer in Brazil. 
   Crusoe went to London and found a ship which was sailing to Guinea. 
b. Answer the following questions
1 Who was Alexander Selkirk?  
2 How do we know that Crusoe was a successful trader?  
3 Crusoe lived happily as a farmer in Brazil. Why do you think he wanted to be a trader 

again?   
4 Do you think he was able to fall asleep the first night in a tree? Why or why not?  

   

 E Vocabulary and Structure
7  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 You    stay in the library after six o’clock because it closes then.
 a must b can’t c can d did
2 Look, Grandma is carrying a lot of bags. I    her.
 a going to help b will help c help d didn’t help
3 It’s near the end and it’s 3-0 for Egypt. We    the game!
 a are going to win b win c will win d mustn’t win
4 We    the museum tomorrow. Do you want to come with us?
 a can’t visit b are going to visit c visit d must visit
5 We can enter the      through those metal gates.
 a king        b competition     c voyage         d palace
6 A    is the world’s largest animal.
 a wall b wool c sheep d whale
7 Hamdi has cousins in England and other    in Italy.
 a parents b relatives c families d brothers
8 I love that book. I think it’s   !
 a possible b dangerous c wonderful d difficult

8  Read and correct the underlined words
1 People must take long showers.  
2 It’s cloudy. I think it should rain.  
3 I bought some flowers from the bakery  
4 John needed some medicine, so he went to the supermarket.  
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1 What happened in around 280 BCE?    
2 Who wanted to build a new Colossus of Rhodes but was not successful?    
3 Why did they use the metal from the old statue?    
4  The Colossus of Rhodes was a    
 a building. b statue of a king. c museum. d statue of a soldier.
5 The new statue will    the old statue.
 a be smaller than b be the same as c look like d  have more things inside it than

 D The Reader
6  a. Put the events into the correct order

   Crusoe slept in a tree.
   Pirates took Crusoe’s ship and sold him as a slave.
   Crusoe became a farmer in Brazil. 
   Crusoe went to London and found a ship which was sailing to Guinea. 
b. Answer the following questions
1 Who was Alexander Selkirk?  
2 How do we know that Crusoe was a successful trader?  
3 Crusoe lived happily as a farmer in Brazil. Why do you think he wanted to be a trader 

again?   
4 Do you think he was able to fall asleep the first night in a tree? Why or why not?  

   

 E Vocabulary and Structure
7  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 You    stay in the library after six o’clock because it closes then.
 a must b can’t c can d did
2 Look, Grandma is carrying a lot of bags. I    her.
 a going to help b will help c help d didn’t help
3 It’s near the end and it’s 3-0 for Egypt. We    the game!
 a are going to win b win c will win d mustn’t win
4 We    the museum tomorrow. Do you want to come with us?
 a can’t visit b are going to visit c visit d must visit
5 We can enter the      through those metal gates.
 a king        b competition     c voyage         d palace
6 A    is the world’s largest animal.
 a wall b wool c sheep d whale
7 Hamdi has cousins in England and other    in Italy.
 a parents b relatives c families d brothers
8 I love that book. I think it’s   !
 a possible b dangerous c wonderful d difficult

8  Read and correct the underlined words
1 People must take long showers.  
2 It’s cloudy. I think it should rain.  
3 I bought some flowers from the bakery  
4 John needed some medicine, so he went to the supermarket.  

 F Writing
9  Write an email of six sentences to your uncle on 
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1 What happened in around 280 BCE?    
2 Who wanted to build a new Colossus of Rhodes but was not successful?    
3 Why did they use the metal from the old statue?    
4  The Colossus of Rhodes was a    
 a building. b statue of a king. c museum. d statue of a soldier.
5 The new statue will    the old statue.
 a be smaller than b be the same as c look like d  have more things inside it than

 D The Reader
6  a. Put the events into the correct order

   Crusoe slept in a tree.
   Pirates took Crusoe’s ship and sold him as a slave.
   Crusoe became a farmer in Brazil. 
   Crusoe went to London and found a ship which was sailing to Guinea. 
b. Answer the following questions
1 Who was Alexander Selkirk?  
2 How do we know that Crusoe was a successful trader?  
3 Crusoe lived happily as a farmer in Brazil. Why do you think he wanted to be a trader 

again?   
4 Do you think he was able to fall asleep the first night in a tree? Why or why not?  

   

 E Vocabulary and Structure
7  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 You    stay in the library after six o’clock because it closes then.
 a must b can’t c can d did
2 Look, Grandma is carrying a lot of bags. I    her.
 a going to help b will help c help d didn’t help
3 It’s near the end and it’s 3-0 for Egypt. We    the game!
 a are going to win b win c will win d mustn’t win
4 We    the museum tomorrow. Do you want to come with us?
 a can’t visit b are going to visit c visit d must visit
5 We can enter the      through those metal gates.
 a king        b competition     c voyage         d palace
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They built the Colossus of Rhodes.

Egypt’s King Ptolemy III
To use for other things.

Students' own answers

He returned to London with a lot of money after his first trip

Students' own answers

mustn't
could/might

bread/cake
chemist.

(Students' own answers. Answer should include to:, from: and subject:. 

He was a sailor who spent (four) years alone on an island. 

4
2
3
1
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Have you ever been to a place where it rained profusely? Mawsynram in India is the 
rainiest place on earth. It has nearly 12 metres of rain a year! Mawsynram has many 
trees and plants, but there is too much water to grow crops. Nearly all the people who 
live here carry umbrellas. 

However, in 1861, another town had even more rain than Mawsynram. Cherrapunji 
had more than 26 metres of rain! The town is about 13 kilometres east of Mawsynram. 
No town has had more rain than that in one year.

 A Listening
1  Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 Has Sami met Ahmed before today?

 a Yes, he has. b No, he hasn’t. c We don’t know. d No, he won’t.

2 Who agrees to play in the competition?

 a Sami and Ahmed b Hassan and Sami c all of them d Nobody         

3 When is the competition?

 a on Saturday afternoon b tonight c on Friday morning d next week 

2  Listen and answer the following questions
1 What is Samya trying to do?    
2 What sport does Samya suggest?    
3 Why does Samya say, “Oh, come on, it’ll be fun!”?    

 B Language Functions

3  Complete the following dialogue
Mona and her teacher are discussing the wind.

Teacher: One of the windiest places on earth is Cape Denison.
Mona: 1  , can you 2   that, please?
Teacher:  Yes, Cape Denison. It’s in Antarctica. In 1913, scientists measured the  

3   at 153 kilometres an hour.
Mona:  Do you 4   that the wind is that strong all the time?
Teacher: No, but it was that strong for an hour.
Mona: That’s very interesting.

4  Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-
dialogues

1 Munir: Let’s play squash.
 Hatem: I’m tired. I’d like to go home.
 Munir:  
 Hatem: All right! I’ll play!
2 Amal: Nahla, have you met my teacher, Miss Amira?
 Nahla: How do you do?
 Miss Amira:   

 C Reading Comprehension
5  Read the following, then answer the questions
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Practice Test 2a

She is trying to get fit.
tennis

Sorry repeat 

Because Mona does not want to play. She says she is too tired.

wind
mean

Oh, come on, it’ll be fun! / Oh, go on!

Pleased to meet you. / It’s nice to meet you.
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1 What is unusual about Mawsynram?  
2 Why can’t farmers grow crops?  
3 What is Cherrapunji?   
4 People who live here usually  . 
 a grow food   b carry umbrellas c travel by bus  d become farmers 
5  The underlined word profusely means:
 a never.   b a lot.  c not often.  d not always.

 D The Reader
6  a. Put the events into the correct order.

   Crusoe lived alone on the island.
   Crusoe’s ship sank.
   Crusoe swam back to the ship before it sank and collected things from it.
   After three years on the island, Crusoe spent four months building a big boat.

 b. Answer the following questions
1 How does Crusoe take things from the ship to the beach?  
2 What was the problem with the first boat Crusoe built?  
3 Why do you think Crusoe taught the parrot some words?  
4 Why do you think that Crusoe wrote a diary?   

 E Vocabulary and Structure
7  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 That is the stadium   my favourite team play.
 a where b who c what d which
2 Tennis is a sport    I’ve always been good at.
 a who b which c where d what
3    you finished your homework, Warda?
 a Has b Did c Had d Have
4 I’ve been to Cairo but I   been to Luxor.
 a not b haven’t c never d have
5 The final of the tennis   is on Saturday.
 a competition b match c stadium d lesson
6 The students are  . They come from many different countries.
 a travellers b towers c international d ancient
7 Did you win a   when you won the competition?
 a tribe b prize c degree d picnic
8 This key is one of many historical   in the museum.
 a objects b buildings c sites d pavements

8  Read and correct the underlined words
1 That’s the man which bought our old car.   
2 Have you ever go to the desert?   
3 Telegrams are electric letters.  
4 In the past, gold camps were used for money.   

 F Writing 
9  Write a paragraph of six (6) sentences on a sport that 

you really like
24
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It is the rainiest place on earth.

He uses a simple raft.

It was too big to move into the sea.

Students' own answers

Students' own answers

who
been

big black

Students' own answers

Because there is too much water.
It is another town.

coins

3
2
1
4
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One of the most famous stadiums in the world is the Maracana Stadium in Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil. The stadium takes its name from the Maracana River. It opened in 
1950 for the football World Cup. Brazil won the final, which nearly 200,000 people 
watched in the stadium. That is the most people who have ever watched a World 
Cup final! The stadium was changed for the 2014 World Cup finals and now has 
seats for about 78,000 people. You can watch many of Brazil’s important football 
games here. Many other sports are also played in the stadium. This was the place 
where the 2016 Olympic Games began and finished.

Practice Test 2b
 A Listening

1  Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d
1 Who is Andy?

 a Sherif’s friend b Taha’s friend c Taha’s cousin d Sherif’s cousin   

2 Where is Andy from?

 a Ireland        b north of England c south of England  d New England

3 How many times has Taha seen snow before?

 a none b one time c twice          d three times

2  Listen and answer the following questions
1 Who is Taha Hussein?    
2 What could he do when he was two years old?    
3 Could he read and write when he was six?    

 B Language Functions

3  Complete the following dialogue
Tamer is introducing his cousin to Karim.

Tamer: Hi, Karim. This is my cousin, Samir. He lives in Jordan.
Samir: It’s nice to 1   you, Karim.
Karim: Pleased to meet you too, Samir. 2   you visited Cairo before?
Samir: No, I 3  , but I’ve been to Siwa. 
Karim: Do you mean that you’ve been to Siwa but not to Cairo?
Samir: That’s right! I 4   there with my university.

4  Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-
dialogues

1 Munir:  There are 28 letters in the Arabic alphabet but only 26 in English.
 Hatem: Do you mean that Arabic has more letters?
 Munir:   

2 Nabila: I visited a town in England called Bury.
 Reem:   
 Nabila:  Yes, I said that I visited a town in England called Bury.

 C Reading Comprehension
5  Read the following, then answer the questions
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He is a famous Egyptian writer.

He could see.

Yes, he could.

meet
Have

haven’t

went/visited

That’s right.

Sorry, could you say that again, please? / Sorry, can you repeat that, please?
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1 What was unusual about the 1950 World Cup final?   
2 What happened in the stadium in 2016?   
3 What does the underlined its refer to?   
4 Today, the stadium is   than it was in 1950.
 a smaller b larger  c more important d less famous
5 You can watch    at the Maracana Stadium.
 a only football     b many sports 
 c only the Olympic Games  d only important football matches

 D The Reader
6  a. Put the events into the correct order.

   Crusoe was afraid, so he made his fort stronger.
   Crusoe cut down a very large tree and spent four months building a boat.
   One day while walking along the beach, Crusoe saw a man’s footprint.
   Crusoe learned to make clothes from animal skins.

 b. Answer the following questions
1 What things did Crusoe first take from the ship and why?  
2 Why did Crusoe make some pots?  
3 How do you think the compass helped Crusoe?  
4 Why do you think Crusoe wanted to sail around the island?  

 E Vocabulary and Structure
7  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 Mr Tamer is the man   lives next to me.
 a which b where c who d he
2 Hamdi has   to England. He’ll be home next week.
 a gone b been c go d went 
3 Some people have   seen snow.
 a ever b can’t c no d never 
4 Have you ever   English food?
 a ate b eat c eaten d eating
5 That woman is   Her photo is in all the newspapers.
 a hero!  b graduate! c famous! d good! 
6 There was an   outside the school today, but no one was hurt.
 a island b accident c invention d ankle
7 When we visited the rainforest, it was an amazing   .
 a interview b experiment c airmail  d experience
8 You should be   when you visit the library.
 a fun b wonderful c quick d quiet

8  Read and correct the underlined words
1 The teacher where teaches us maths is very friendly.   
2 Ali’s friend has wrote him an email.   
3 I really amaze my mother because she does so much for us.    
4 I enjoy sitting on the island in Alexandria and watching the sea.    

 F Writing 
9  Write an email to your friend on a famous place you 

would like to visit. Your name is Nabil(a) and your 
friend’s name is Fareed(a).
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Have you ever been to a place where it rained profusely? Mawsynram in India is the 
rainiest place on earth. It has nearly 12 metres of rain a year! Mawsynram has many 
trees and plants, but there is too much water to grow crops. Nearly all the people who 
live here carry umbrellas. 

However, in 1861, another town had even more rain than Mawsynram. Cherrapunji 
had more than 26 metres of rain! The town is about 13 kilometres east of Mawsynram. 
No town has had more rain than that in one year.

 A Listening
1  Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 Has Sami met Ahmed before today?

 a Yes, he has. b No, he hasn’t. c We don’t know. d No, he won’t.

2 Who agrees to play in the competition?

 a Sami and Ahmed b Hassan and Sami c all of them d Nobody         

3 When is the competition?

 a on Saturday afternoon b tonight c on Friday morning d next week 

2  Listen and answer the following questions
1 What is Samya trying to do?    
2 What sport does Samya suggest?    
3 Why does Samya say, “Oh, come on, it’ll be fun!”?    

 B Language Functions

3  Complete the following dialogue
Mona and her teacher are discussing the wind.

Teacher: One of the windiest places on earth is Cape Denison.
Mona: 1  , can you 2   that, please?
Teacher:  Yes, Cape Denison. It’s in Antarctica. In 1913, scientists measured the  

3   at 153 kilometres an hour.
Mona:  Do you 4   that the wind is that strong all the time?
Teacher: No, but it was that strong for an hour.
Mona: That’s very interesting.

4  Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-
dialogues

1 Munir: Let’s play squash.
 Hatem: I’m tired. I’d like to go home.
 Munir:  
 Hatem: All right! I’ll play!
2 Amal: Nahla, have you met my teacher, Miss Amira?
 Nahla: How do you do?
 Miss Amira:   

 C Reading Comprehension
5  Read the following, then answer the questions
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Practice Test 2a

He took food and drink, because these were the things he needed most.

the stadium

So that he had something to cook in.
Students' own answers

Students' own answers

who

admire
beach

Students' own answers. Answer should include to, from and subject.

has written

The 2016 Olympic Games began and finished at the stadium.
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1 What was unusual about the 1950 World Cup final?   
2 What happened in the stadium in 2016?   
3 What does the underlined its refer to?   
4 Today, the stadium is   than it was in 1950.
 a smaller b larger  c more important d less famous
5 You can watch    at the Maracana Stadium.
 a only football     b many sports 
 c only the Olympic Games  d only important football matches

 D The Reader
6  a. Put the events into the correct order.

   Crusoe was afraid, so he made his fort stronger.
   Crusoe cut down a very large tree and spent four months building a boat.
   One day while walking along the beach, Crusoe saw a man’s footprint.
   Crusoe learned to make clothes from animal skins.

 b. Answer the following questions
1 What things did Crusoe first take from the ship and why?  
2 Why did Crusoe make some pots?  
3 How do you think the compass helped Crusoe?  
4 Why do you think Crusoe wanted to sail around the island?  

 E Vocabulary and Structure
7  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 Mr Tamer is the man   lives next to me.
 a which b where c who d he
2 Hamdi has   to England. He’ll be home next week.
 a gone b been c go d went 
3 Some people have   seen snow.
 a ever b can’t c no d never 
4 Have you ever   English food?
 a ate b eat c eaten d eating
5 That woman is   Her photo is in all the newspapers.
 a hero!  b graduate! c famous! d good! 
6 There was an   outside the school today, but no one was hurt.
 a island b accident c invention d ankle
7 When we visited the rainforest, it was an amazing   .
 a interview b experiment c airmail  d experience
8 You should be   when you visit the library.
 a fun b wonderful c quick d quiet

8  Read and correct the underlined words
1 The teacher where teaches us maths is very friendly.   
2 Ali’s friend has wrote him an email.   
3 I really amaze my mother because she does so much for us.    
4 I enjoy sitting on the island in Alexandria and watching the sea.    

 F Writing 
9  Write an email to your friend on a famous place you 

would like to visit. Your name is Nabil(a) and your 
friend’s name is Fareed(a).
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To: Sameer   From: Ali  Subject: TV programme

Hi Sameer,
I am watching an interesting documentary on TV about toys. In the past, children 
only used to play with simple toys. Now, toy makers have invented some exciting 
new toys. The programme has just shown the newest toys that you can buy in 
Japan. The girl on TV now is very excited. She has just bought an amazing doll 
with a computer inside. It can run, walk, carry things and dance. There’s another 
toy that can fly, but they haven’t shown this one yet.
What are you doing now?
Ali

 A Listening
1  Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 What does Amal want to watch?
 a a film b a nature c a comedy d a documentary
      programme

2 Why does Injy not recommend the programme Amal wants?
 a She’s never seen it. b It is not funny. c It has just finished. d She’s seen it before.

3 What kind of programme do they agree to watch?
 a a nature programme b a quiz show c a comedy d a documentary  

2  Listen and answer the following questions
1  When was the last time Selim saw Marawan?   
2  Where is Marawan now?   
3  How long has Marawan been there?    

 B Language Functions
3  Complete the following dialogue

Kamal and Imad are discussing today’s news.
Kamal: Have you heard what 1   in the city today?
Imad: Yes, there was a fire in the new hotel.
Kamal:  That’s right. Is it 2   that some people were in rooms on the second 

floor?
Imad: Yes, they couldn’t use the stairs. Firefighters used ladders to help them.
Kamal: I 3   about that.
Imad: They 4   that the firefighters were very brave.

4  Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-
dialogues

1 Omar: Let’s watch something on TV.
 Nabil:  OK.   
 Omar: No, I wouldn’t recommend it. It’s not very funny.
2 Mona:  
 Fatma: No. What happened to your sister?
 Mona: She won a prize for writing an English poem.

 C Reading Comprehension
5  Read the following, then answer the questions

Practice Test 3a

On Wednesday
He’s in Alexandria.

happened 

true 

He’s been there for three days.

heard
say

Would you recommend that we watch the comedy?

Have you heard what / Did I tell you what happened to my sister?
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1 What kind of TV programme is Ali watching?  
2 What was different in the past?  
3 Why is the girl on TV excited ?  
4 What does the underlined It refer to?
 a a TV b a computer c a doll   d Japan
5 The programme   the toy that can fly. 
 a won’t show b has not yet shown c has already shown d shows

 D The Reader
6  a. Put the events into the correct order

   The dangerous men came to the island again with a prisoner who escaped.  
  With his telescope, Crusoe saw a large Spanish ship which was slowly sinking. 
  After Crusoe found the footprint on the beach, he didn’t feel safe.

   Crusoe saw the dangerous men who quickly left the island.

 b. Answer the following questions
1 Why didn’t Crusoe want Friday to be his slave?
   
2 What did Crusoe hear while he was walking on the hill?
   
3 Why do you think Crusoe taught Friday to speak English?
   
4 Why do you think Crusoe found life difficult in England?
  

 E Vocabulary and Structure
7  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 This cup is clean. I have   washed it.
 a just b yet c ever d never
2 It is ten past eight. The eight o’clock train left ten minutes   .
 a past b ago c to d since
3 Omar has lived in El Minya   2012.
 a for b at c in d since
4 Leila’s mother   be a teacher, but now she works in a bank.
 a is b use to  c use d used to 
5 What   is the news on, is it 1 or 2?
 a channel b television c canal       d announcer
6 Don’t use water to put   an electric fire.
 a on b off c out d in
7 The window was very high so we used a   to open it.
 a ladder b leather c lid d doll
8 The   of computers is less than it used to be.
 a money b price c much d pounds

8  Read and correct the underlined words
1 Science is a very interested subject.    
2 Our teacher has been at this school since ten years.   
3 I want to encourage dinosaurs on the internet to learn more about them.
  
4 That shirt is too expensive! Can you lower the reason, please? 

 F Writing 
9  Write a paragraph of six sentences on why you think  

that the internet is important 
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He is watching a documentary.

He wanted to have a friend.

He heard some guns.

Students' own answers 

Students' own answers 

Children only used to play with simple toys.
She has just bought an amazing doll with a computer inside.

interesting

Students' own answers

research/find out about   

for 

price  

4
3
1
2
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People used pigeons to communicate hundreds of years ago. However, tour guides 
in Colorado, USA, are using pigeons today! The guides take photographs of the 
tourists who have travelled down an exciting river. They then use the pigeons 
to carry the cards from the cameras 30 kilometres down the river to their office, 
where they can print the photos. They used to take the cards from the cameras by 
car, but this took a long time. The pigeons take just 20 minutes. After the tourists 
have travelled back to the office, the photos are ready to see.38

 A Listening
1  Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 What type of programme is on TV tonight?
 a a nature programme b the news  
 c a documentary d a quiz show
2 What is the programme about?
 a animals along the Nile b the mountains and deserts of Egypt 
 c a man’s 6,000-kilometre walk d tribes in Egypt  
3 Which of the following did the man not have a problem with?
 a the people he met b snakes and crocodiles 
 c the temperature  d  the sea animals

2  Listen and answer the following questions
1 Why do most people usually go online?   
2 Who do people usually communicate with on social networking sites?
   
3 Name two more activities on the internet that are mentioned by the speaker.
   

 B Language Functions
3  Complete the following dialogue

Dina and Sawsan are discussing what to watch tonight.

Dina: There’s a film on TV tonight. 1   watch it.
Sawsan:  Is it Meet my Cousins? I 2   like the sound of that. 
Dina: What would like to watch, then, Sawsan?
Sawsan: I’d 3   watch the nature programme. It’s about elephants.   

 It 4   interesting.
Dina: I don’t think I’ve seen that.
Sawsan: Great! You’ll love it!

4  Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-
dialogues

1 Yehya: How long have you lived in this house?
 Khaled:   
 Yehya: Thirteen years? That’s a long time!
2 Zeinab: Is it true that Sara is in hospital?
 Randa: Yes.  . She broke her leg.
 Zeinab: Poor Sara!

 C Reading Comprehension
5  Read the following, then answer the questions

Practice Test 3b

To use the social network.

Let’s
don’t 

They communicate with friends.

I’ve lived here for thirteen years.

I heard about that.

watch videos and read the news

 rather  
sounds  
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1 Who uses pigeons in Colorado today?   
2 What do the pigeons carry?   
3 What did people use pigeons for hundreds of years ago?   
4    take a shorter time to take the cards to the office.
 a  Pigeons b  Cars c  Tour guides d  Cameras 
5 The tourists can   when they return to the office.
 a  see their photos b  meet the pigeons c  print their photos d  take the pigeons

 D The Reader
6  a. Put the following events into the correct order

   Crusoe and Friday rescued the English captain and his two friends. 

   Crusoe found it difficult to live happily in England, so he decided to go to sea again.

   One day, Crusoe was surprised to see an English ship.   

   Crusoe returned to England by the ship that the English captain gave to him.

 b. Answer the following questions
1 Why did the English captain give Crusoe his ship? 

  
2 How many children did Crusoe have?
  
3 Why do you think Crusoe lived happily on the island for a time with his three friends?
   
4 Why do you think Crusoe decided to return to the island from England?
   

 E Vocabulary and Structure
7  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 Have you done your English homework   ?
 a just b yet c never d ever
2 Fareeda is not hungry because she has   had lunch.
 a yet b already c never d usually
3 What did you   watch on TV when you were younger?
 a use b use to  c used to  d used
4 I   like tennis, but now I love it.
 a not use to b not used to c didn’t use to  d didn’t used to 
5 This programme is very   . I always laugh when I watch it!
 a ferry b funny c famous d full
6 The children all want to play with the new toy. They should take   . 
 a times b tyres c prices d turns
7 There is no water in this bottle. It is   .
 a empty b filled c space d full
8 The class did a   to find out how people travelled to school.
 a programme b survey c telegram d prize

8  Read and correct the underlined words
1 The children are very exciting about going to the museum.    
2 I’m hungry. I haven’t had lunch already.    
3 Our teacher gave us with all the information we needed to do our project.  
4  Layali got a rescue for winning the race.  

 F Writing 
9  Write an email to your cousin on what you have already 

done today. Your name is Sameer(a) and your cousin is 
Nabil(a).
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 a  see their photos b  meet the pigeons c  print their photos d  take the pigeons
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8  Read and correct the underlined words
1 The children are very exciting about going to the museum.    
2 I’m hungry. I haven’t had lunch already.    
3 Our teacher gave us with all the information we needed to do our project.  
4  Layali got a rescue for winning the race.  

 F Writing 
9  Write an email to your cousin on what you have already 

done today. Your name is Sameer(a) and your cousin is 
Nabil(a).
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3 What did people use pigeons for hundreds of years ago?   
4    take a shorter time to take the cards to the office.
 a  Pigeons b  Cars c  Tour guides d  Cameras 
5 The tourists can   when they return to the office.
 a  see their photos b  meet the pigeons c  print their photos d  take the pigeons

 D The Reader
6  a. Put the following events into the correct order

   Crusoe and Friday rescued the English captain and his two friends. 

   Crusoe found it difficult to live happily in England, so he decided to go to sea again.

   One day, Crusoe was surprised to see an English ship.   

   Crusoe returned to England by the ship that the English captain gave to him.

 b. Answer the following questions
1 Why did the English captain give Crusoe his ship? 

  
2 How many children did Crusoe have?
  
3 Why do you think Crusoe lived happily on the island for a time with his three friends?
   
4 Why do you think Crusoe decided to return to the island from England?
   

 E Vocabulary and Structure
7  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 Have you done your English homework   ?
 a just b yet c never d ever
2 Fareeda is not hungry because she has   had lunch.
 a yet b already c never d usually
3 What did you   watch on TV when you were younger?
 a use b use to  c used to  d used
4 I   like tennis, but now I love it.
 a not use to b not used to c didn’t use to  d didn’t used to 
5 This programme is very   . I always laugh when I watch it!
 a ferry b funny c famous d full
6 The children all want to play with the new toy. They should take   . 
 a times b tyres c prices d turns
7 There is no water in this bottle. It is   .
 a empty b filled c space d full
8 The class did a   to find out how people travelled to school.
 a programme b survey c telegram d prize

8  Read and correct the underlined words
1 The children are very exciting about going to the museum.    
2 I’m hungry. I haven’t had lunch already.    
3 Our teacher gave us with all the information we needed to do our project.  
4  Layali got a rescue for winning the race.  

 F Writing 
9  Write an email to your cousin on what you have already 

done today. Your name is Sameer(a) and your cousin is 
Nabil(a).

Tour guides.

To thank him for saving him (from the mutineers).

He had three.

Students' own answers

Students' own answers

For communication. / To communicate.

Have you ever been to a place where it rained profusely? Mawsynram in India is the 
rainiest place on earth. It has nearly 12 metres of rain a year! Mawsynram has many 
trees and plants, but there is too much water to grow crops. Nearly all the people who 
live here carry umbrellas. 

However, in 1861, another town had even more rain than Mawsynram. Cherrapunji 
had more than 26 metres of rain! The town is about 13 kilometres east of Mawsynram. 
No town has had more rain than that in one year.

 A Listening
1  Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 Has Sami met Ahmed before today?

 a Yes, he has. b No, he hasn’t. c We don’t know. d No, he won’t.

2 Who agrees to play in the competition?

 a Sami and Ahmed b Hassan and Sami c all of them d Nobody         

3 When is the competition?

 a on Saturday afternoon b tonight c on Friday morning d next week 

2  Listen and answer the following questions
1 What is Samya trying to do?    
2 What sport does Samya suggest?    
3 Why does Samya say, “Oh, come on, it’ll be fun!”?    

 B Language Functions

3  Complete the following dialogue
Mona and her teacher are discussing the wind.

Teacher: One of the windiest places on earth is Cape Denison.
Mona: 1  , can you 2   that, please?
Teacher:  Yes, Cape Denison. It’s in Antarctica. In 1913, scientists measured the  

3   at 153 kilometres an hour.
Mona:  Do you 4   that the wind is that strong all the time?
Teacher: No, but it was that strong for an hour.
Mona: That’s very interesting.

4  Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-
dialogues

1 Munir: Let’s play squash.
 Hatem: I’m tired. I’d like to go home.
 Munir:  
 Hatem: All right! I’ll play!
2 Amal: Nahla, have you met my teacher, Miss Amira?
 Nahla: How do you do?
 Miss Amira:   

 C Reading Comprehension
5  Read the following, then answer the questions
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Practice Test 2a

Have you ever been to a place where it rained profusely? Mawsynram in India is the 
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live here carry umbrellas. 

However, in 1861, another town had even more rain than Mawsynram. Cherrapunji 
had more than 26 metres of rain! The town is about 13 kilometres east of Mawsynram. 
No town has had more rain than that in one year.
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1  Listen and choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 Has Sami met Ahmed before today?

 a Yes, he has. b No, he hasn’t. c We don’t know. d No, he won’t.

2 Who agrees to play in the competition?

 a Sami and Ahmed b Hassan and Sami c all of them d Nobody         

3 When is the competition?

 a on Saturday afternoon b tonight c on Friday morning d next week 

2  Listen and answer the following questions
1 What is Samya trying to do?    
2 What sport does Samya suggest?    
3 Why does Samya say, “Oh, come on, it’ll be fun!”?    

 B Language Functions

3  Complete the following dialogue
Mona and her teacher are discussing the wind.

Teacher: One of the windiest places on earth is Cape Denison.
Mona: 1  , can you 2   that, please?
Teacher:  Yes, Cape Denison. It’s in Antarctica. In 1913, scientists measured the  

3   at 153 kilometres an hour.
Mona:  Do you 4   that the wind is that strong all the time?
Teacher: No, but it was that strong for an hour.
Mona: That’s very interesting.

4  Supply the missing parts in the following two mini-
dialogues

1 Munir: Let’s play squash.
 Hatem: I’m tired. I’d like to go home.
 Munir:  
 Hatem: All right! I’ll play!
2 Amal: Nahla, have you met my teacher, Miss Amira?
 Nahla: How do you do?
 Miss Amira:   

 C Reading Comprehension
5  Read the following, then answer the questions
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Practice Test 2a

They carry cards from cameras.

excited  

provided/supplied  
yet 

prize / medal

Students' own answers. Answer should include to, from and subject.
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1 Who uses pigeons in Colorado today?   
2 What do the pigeons carry?   
3 What did people use pigeons for hundreds of years ago?   
4    take a shorter time to take the cards to the office.
 a  Pigeons b  Cars c  Tour guides d  Cameras 
5 The tourists can   when they return to the office.
 a  see their photos b  meet the pigeons c  print their photos d  take the pigeons

 D The Reader
6  a. Put the following events into the correct order

   Crusoe and Friday rescued the English captain and his two friends. 

   Crusoe found it difficult to live happily in England, so he decided to go to sea again.

   One day, Crusoe was surprised to see an English ship.   

   Crusoe returned to England by the ship that the English captain gave to him.

 b. Answer the following questions
1 Why did the English captain give Crusoe his ship? 

  
2 How many children did Crusoe have?
  
3 Why do you think Crusoe lived happily on the island for a time with his three friends?
   
4 Why do you think Crusoe decided to return to the island from England?
   

 E Vocabulary and Structure
7  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d

1 Have you done your English homework   ?
 a just b yet c never d ever
2 Fareeda is not hungry because she has   had lunch.
 a yet b already c never d usually
3 What did you   watch on TV when you were younger?
 a use b use to  c used to  d used
4 I   like tennis, but now I love it.
 a not use to b not used to c didn’t use to  d didn’t used to 
5 This programme is very   . I always laugh when I watch it!
 a ferry b funny c famous d full
6 The children all want to play with the new toy. They should take   . 
 a times b tyres c prices d turns
7 There is no water in this bottle. It is   .
 a empty b filled c space d full
8 The class did a   to find out how people travelled to school.
 a programme b survey c telegram d prize

8  Read and correct the underlined words
1 The children are very exciting about going to the museum.    
2 I’m hungry. I haven’t had lunch already.    
3 Our teacher gave us with all the information we needed to do our project.  
4  Layali got a rescue for winning the race.  

 F Writing 
9  Write an email to your cousin on what you have already 

done today. Your name is Sameer(a) and your cousin is 
Nabil(a).
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